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Abstract. In this paper. we examine the use

of real options valuation in the context of

prioritizing advanced technologies for NASA funding. Further, we offer a set

of computational

procedures that quantifies the option value of each technology. Other researchers have applied a
realoptionsframeworktoprivatesectorinvestments.Inthe

case ofNASAinvestmentsin

advanced technologies, the underlying products, which must be used to justify the investments,
are nearly pure public goods-in

particular, space-related scientific results and discoveries to be

shared worldwide. As in the private sector, uncertainty plays a significant role in the motivation
to use real options in NASA. Uncertainty in NASA technology investments can be classified as
development risk and programmatic risk (whether

missions using the technology will actually

fly). The latter might be called
the technology’s “market risk.”
The approach was tested on two real-world technologies applicable to the Mars Sample
Return (MSR) seriesof missions from 2003 to 2013. One, low temperature and mass propulsion,
was identified as cost-reducing and the other, autonomous Mars-orbit rendezvous and docking,

as mission-enabling.
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1.0

Introduction
In this paper,we

examine the use of an option pricing approach in thecontext

selecting those advanced technologies that should receive

of

scarce NASA funding. Further, we

offer a set of computational procedures that quantifies the option value of each technology.
Option pricing has already been applied to a variety of investment decisions by firms.
When option-pricing applications do not involve financial instruments, the term, “real” options,
is used. Real-option calculation methods have been developed for real estate and electric power
investments, and for product development in the pharmaceutical and entertainment industries.’
Company research and development (R&D) funding can be thought of as buying an option to
produce new products, without incurring the obligation to do so unless proved economically
viable. In option pricing thinking, technology deveIopnents are treated as assets whose payofls

are uncertain, but that have the

characteristic of enabling potentially spectacular returns with

limited losses.
The motivation for using real option pricing to value technology developments in NASA
is the same as in the private sector. In the words of Robert C . Merton [19981 from his December
1997 Nobel Lecture: “the future is uncertain . . . and in an uncertain

flexibility to decide what to do after some of that uncertainty is

environment, having the

resolved definitely has value.

Option-pricing theory provides the means for assessing that value.”
In the private sector, the ultimate products of technology have the important
characteristic that they are private goods that go through ordinary markets. As such, there is a
substantial likelihood that consumer demand information is available withwhich

various

’ See, for example, Faulkner [19961,Luehrman

Nichols

[1994], and Zinkhan [1991].

[19921, MajdandPindyck[1987],

r

investment outcomes can be converted into monetary units. In the case of NASA investment in
advanced technologies, the ultimate products, which must be used to justify the investments, are
space-related scientific results and discoveries to be shared worldwide. A foxmal option-pricing
calculation method for NASA technology investments must consider the public goods aspects of
the ultimate products and the problem of valuing their benefits to society. It must also treat the
underlying uncertainties on both the cost and benefit sides.

1.1Advanced
AtNASA,

Technology Investments in NASA
technologies are categorized by their maturity, which is defined by a

qualitative measure called the Technology Readiness Level (TRL). The nine-point TRL scale is
described in Table 1 below.
L

Table 1-Technology

Readiness Level Definitions

NASA technology investments are designed to raisethe T U for those technologies
supporting NASA missions. Most of NASA’s technology investment efforts are short-term. lowrisk mission-pull development, but about 20% of its technology funding goes into long-range,
higher-risk (generally, low-TRL) technology pushworkthat

supports a wide spectrumof

potential future missions. The selection of those technologies to fund is largely made by expert
’

judgment.2 The critical issue, then, is whether the technology portfolio selected this way is the
most efficient. In particular, is the 80/20 allocation the right mix, and are there long-range,
higher-payoff technologies that are not being funded?
The application of portfolio methods and real-option pricing would

appear to address

both questions. In this paper, we will concentrate on developing the real-options approach for
those long-range, higher-risk technology investments. These investments generally are designed
to move a technology with a TRL < 6 up to a TRL = 6 , at which point a funded NASA mission
can assume responsibility for its full development. Usingtheformalthree-tiered

structure

proposed by Hauser (1 998), these investments fall into Tier 1 (Basic Research Explorations) and
Tier 2 (Development Programs to Create Core Technological Competence). “Productizing” a
specific technology falls into Tier 3 (Applied Engineering Projects), and is accomplished during
the development phase of a funded NASAmission that uses the technology.

1.2

Types of Uncertainty in NASA Technology Investments
Uncertainty in NASA technologyinvestments can be classified as development risk (cost,

schedule, and technical performance), and programmatic risk (whether missions using the
2

Often committees of experts attempt to subjectively integrate several elusive high-level factors.

We believe that the use of expert judgment in this problem should be at a lower level, where
direct experience can best beapplied.

technology will actually fly). The latter mightbe

called the technology‘s “market risk.” A

technology’s option valuemustultimatelydepend

on its market success as well as its

development success. To be credible, any real-options formula mustreflectthese
uncertaintyand

types of

capture them quantitatively. A brief description of these uncertainties in a

typical NASA technology investment is warranted.
Developmentriskis

more easilyunderstood.

Each long-range NASA technology

investment faces uncertainty about the cost of bringing it to TRL = 6 by a particular date, even if
its development team is completely successful. There maybe

several reasonablepaths

to

achieving TRL = 6, each with its own pace, resource requirements, and risks. Generally, by
increasing the amountof

resources, the date can sometimes bemovedforwardand

probability of a successful development increased.

the

Indeed, one can picture a surface

representing (at each point in time) the feasible combinations of the probability of development
success, development time, andexpected development cost. A technology’s option valuation
must explicitly identify the technology’s delivery date, and take into account the cost probability
density and probability of meeting its technical performance.
Programmatic risk arises because how many missions and which missions NASA will
choose to fly in the future is not known with certainty. Mission “roadmaps” exist, along with
strategic plans directed at particular space science and exploration goals. Missions (conceptual
versions, at least) in the current roadmaps have a higher probability of being flown than missions
not currently on such roadmaps. However, missions on the roadmap couldconceivablybe
replaced by new missions, not currently planned; and new missions couldbeadded

to the

roadmap in future years. One reason for this uncertainty is that future NASA budgets and their
allocation are not fully predictable.

Whether any particular future mission flies is linked to its perceived value (as measured
by society’s willingness-to-pay) at some future date. That value could be substantially greater
than we now perceive or it could be much less, because serendipitous science discoveries from
earlier (flown) missions could alter NASA’s selection of future missions altogether. Moreover,
the further out one looks, the uncertainty increases about a mission’s value and its science and
technology content.

1.3

Role of Real Options inNASA Strategic Planning
Thereal

options framework confers sometrue advantages for NASA in its strategic

planning (over other methods for selecting technology investments such as net present value).
The real options fiamework values technology investments by taking into account the flexibility
they can offer in the face of considerable uncertainty. NASA, as the holder of these real options,
can decide to investin

missions, wait, divest, or change missions in response to better

information as some of these uncertainties are resolved. In simplest terms, the real options
framework captures the additional value inherent in some technologies that currently goes
unrecognized in the NASA budgeting process. Using the real options framework, NASA can
achieve greater strategic flexibility with its limited technology budget.
2.0

Real Option Value for NASA Technologies
The value v of a real (non-income producing) option that pays off W(T) at time T is given

by the ’general formula:
v ( t , T ) = exp( -r(T - t))E[max(O, W ( T ) ) ]

(1)

where t is current time, E denotes expected value in a risk-neutral world, and r is the riskless
discount rate. The application of this equation to NASA technology evaluation was elaborated
by Shishko [1997], where it was neededto explicitly treat the technology’s development cost and

probability of success. The development cost was treated as a required payout whose amount
was uncertain. The expected development cost was calculated over all (proposed) paths leading
to TRL = 6, and then discounted appropriately. Thus, the first risk-neutral expectation, E[

3.

in

Eq. (2) is taken over technology development outcomes, while the second is taken over “states of
the world” in which different mission sets are realized.
T’

E[ ci ( I )exp( “ T ( I - t ) ) ] + pi.T E[ X , ( I )exp( - r ( r

-t))]

r=T

where

and
Vi(t,

T ) = the option value of technology i at time t for a technology readiness date of T

= the riskless discount rate
= the development cost of technology i for a technology readiness date of T
= the probability that the technology i development program will besuccessful by the
technology readiness date, T

= the net marginal value ofthe technology i in project/mission k, given a successful
technology i development program
VA4Pi.k = the value of the marginal contribution of technology i in projectlmission k, given a
successful technology i development program

MCi.k = the marginal cost of “productizing” technology i in projectlmission k, given a
successful technology i development program

T*

= the time horizon (T* 2 T 2 t ) .

.-

The form of Eq. (2) is tied to the earlier discussion about the tradeoff surface among T,
pi,^,

the expected cost of reaching TRL = 6 , and the achieved level

of technical performance

following development. We essentially chose to hold T andthe achieved level of technical
performance constant, while allowing the probability of development success and cost to vary
concomitantly. Another approach would
be

to hold T constant, set the probabilityof

development success equal to one, while allowing the achieved level of technical performance
and cost to vary concomitantly. Whether the achieved level of technical performance is treated
stochastically or not, Xi,k is conditional on its state at time T.

2.1

Black-Scholes
Implementation
If one makes a number of simplifying assumptions that were described by Fisher Black

and Myron Scholes, it is possible to obtain an exact easy-to-apply formula for Eq. (2). This
Black-Scholes implementation can be explained with a simple decision tree and the option value
of the technologyis determined by a risk-neutral calculation of the tree’s present value.
The Black-Scholes equation is easily applied, butthe underlying assumptions of the
Black-Scholes implementation maynotbe
been accumulated, it is prudent to

true in this application. Until some experience has

capture the underlying uncertainties more directly through

Monte Carlo simulation and decision trees. When a sample of technologies has been treated this
way, it may be possible to test whether the Black-Scholes equation is sufficiently accurate for
application within NASA.

2.2

A Proposed Implementation for NASA

Monte Carlo simulation is the natural tool for approximating the expected values in Eq.

(2). Today, the computational intensity of Monte Carlo simulation tends to bedriven by the
complexityofthebehavioral

models using the stochastic variables. For NASA technology

investments, the behavioral models for the underlying asset @e., mission) value are likely to be
even less complex than in the financial world. Computational time is, therefore, unlikely to be a
problem.

NASA technology programmanagers

like to classify technologies as either cost-

reducing, mission-enhancing, or mission-enabling. In implementing a real options approach for
NASA, we would like to have a common framework so that each of these three cases is just a
specialized application of the framework. We first define each ofthese cases:

Table 2-Technology

Cases Definitions

For our common framework, we draw on the work of Trigeorgis [1996] on real options.
Consider a generic two-period framework in which the perceived value of a particular mission in
the second period could be either higher (denoted by a + superscript) or lower (denoted by a - .
superscript) than initially perceived. Let Vi,k be the future value of mission k with technology i,
and V-i,k be the hture value of mission k without the technology. The uncertainty in the hture
value of the mission is of course just what is captured in the Black-Scholes equation

in a

different way by assuming a Weiner process. Denote the value of the marginal contribution of

technology i in mission k as VMPi,k

= Vi,&- V-i,k, Next,

let Ci,k be the CostOf mission k with

technology i, and C-i,k be the cost of mission k without the technology, then the marginal cost of
productizing technology i in the mission is MCi,k = Ci,k - C-i,k.
The two decision trees in Figures 2a and 2brepresent what can happen. The decision tree
in Figure 2a represents a world in which technology i is not developed. The decision tree in
Figure 2b represents a world in which the developmentof technology i is attempted for potential
use on mission k. Technology i need not be inserted in mission k, if it turns out to be better to
use another (existing) technology. Within this simple framework, if mission k flies, the expected
payoff of mission k (without technology i) discounted to the first period using the riskless rate

plus the option value of technology i in mission k must be the larger of the two decision trees'
root payoffs also discounted to the first period using the riskless rate, r.

/(1+ r )

Hence:

where x is the risk-neutral probability that allows expected values to be discounted at theriskless
rate; p is the probability of development success for technology i, and E[c~]is the expected
development cost for technology i, which is incurred in the first period. (The subscripts i,k on x
and thesubscripts i and T on p have been suppressedfor readability.)

Equation (2), which should be used in practical applications of the option-pricing
approach for NASA, is just a multi-mission, multi-period elaboration of Eq. (3). Each of the
technology cases is discussed in the following sections, using Eq. (3) as a didactic tool.

I

Mission
Value
Increases

Value
Decreases
Period 0

Period 1

Figure 2 4 i m p l e Decision Tree Without TechnologyDevelopment
2.2.1 When

A Technology Is Cost-Reducing

In the cost-reducing case, Eq. (3) takes a much simpler form because by definition v i , k =

V+-i,k and v i , k = V"i,k. Since E[MCi,k] < 0, the option Value reduces to:
vi,k= max(O,-E[M])/(l+ r )

(4)

where AI = p MCi,k + Ci (1+r) is the additional investment required by technologyi in mission k.
Equation (4) states that the option value is simply the discounted value
savings from a successful development of technology

of the expected cost

i times the probability of development

success less the expected development cost. The risk-neutral probabilities, which capture the
uncertainty in the fbture value of mission k,disappearfrom

the technology option pricing

formula. This comes from the assumption (embedded in the definition of the cost-reducing case)
that technology i has no effect on the uncertainty in the mission's fbture value (i.e., its market

-.
.-

risk). Since Eq. (3) was conditional on the mission flying, one must fold in the probability that
mission k actually flies in order to complete the option value calculation.

-

Payoff VU,- (l+r)E[cl

-

Payoff = Vw-EWCI (i+r)E[cl

Technology
Development
Successful

-

Payoff = VU, (l+r)E[cl

/

Do Not Insert
Technology i

-

Payoff = VU, (l+r)Etcl

Technology
Development
Not
Successful

Period 0

I

Period 1

Figure 2b-Simple Decision Tree With Technology Development
Equation (2) also takes a simpler form in the cost-reducing case, but the results are
identical. The expected payoff, ED(i,k], for a single mission is just -E[MCi&] as Vi,k= V-i,k (i.e.,

vmi,k =

0). The option valueCalculationusingEq.

(2) also requires that the expected

development cost be subtracted from the expected payoff and that both of these be discounted at
the riskless rate. The practical application of Eq. (2) requires that these expected values can be
calculated for real missions. Procedures for each of these are covered below.

Expected Development Cost and Probabilityof Success. The procedure for calculating
the expected development cost consists of a series of temporallyspaced

data elicitation

interviews employing visual aids. The steps are:

1 . Prepare for the data elicitation interview;
2. Interview technology manager re: technology status, steps required to bring technology to
TRL=6, identifying uncertainties in program, and alternatives if failures were to occur;
3. Prepare influence diagram and rudimentary decision tree;

4. Re-interview technology manager re: influence diagram’s and decision tree’s representation
of developmentpath, costs, and probabilities at each node;
5 . Complete decision tree;

6. Run decision tree calculations (using Monte Carlo simulation, or discrete approximations for
continuous distributions, if less accuracywill

suffice) to obtain the distribution of

development costs and probability of development success.
This procedure forces technology managers to have a clear plan (with contingencies for
unmet milestones) for reaching say, TRL ,= 6 . We developed and validated sample decision tree
models for severalMars

exploration technologies using this procedure, one ofwhich

(low

temperature and mass propulsion technology) is shown in Figure 3. The tree shows all of the
paths leading to TRL = 6, fromwhich

the probability ofdevelopment

success couldbe

ascertained. The decision tree effectively breaks down the technology development into smaller
steps so that uncertainties can be explicitly identified and quantified.

Expected P~yusJ:An estimate of E[MC,.r,] can be computed using Monte Carlo methods.
Typically, mission costs are estimated during early conceptual studies using a set of cos/

estimating relationships (CERs-ne

.

CER for each spacecraft subsystem plus wraparound

factors for integration and test, systems engineering, and project management. Additional CERs
or other models are used to estimate mission design, mission operations development, project
science, launch vehicle procurement, and mission operations costs. Altogether,these

cover

mission life-cycle cost.
Spacecraft CERs are usually estimated using multiple regression techniques on historical
cost data. As such, each subsystem’s estimated

cost has some uncertainty associated with it.

However, the distribution of each subsystem’s estimated cost is known, and can be used in

a

Monte Carlo estimate of the total cost. The technology, for which the option value is being
calculated, will generally affect one or more subsystems. This influence results in changes to the
CER’s input values for those subsystems. If a CER for a particular subsystem is deemed to be
invalid for a new technology, then that subsystem CER may need to be replaced altogether in
order to run the Monte Car10.~

We think that for many technologies the new CER for the Monte Carlo analysis will likely be
constructed by a team of engineers and cost risk analysts. One procedure involves the elicitation
of a cost probability density function (by well-known techniques) from the team. This method is
preferred because it is tailored to the new technology in question. Another procedure, outlined in
Wertz and Larson (eds.),Reducing Space Mission Cost, pp. 261-263, assigns the parameters of a
lognormal distribution based on the technology’s TRL.

Figure %Development Decision Tree For Low TemperatureMass Propulsion Technology
The Monte Carlo simulation, of which the cost savings are a part, also needs to consider
whether the mission is actually flown. Whether a particular future mission is flown depends on
many factors. These factors include the size of the NASA budget in the period leading up to the
mission’s formal approval and the success or failure of earlier related missions. Unanticipated,
even serendipitous, scientific discoveries on other missions could alter NASA’s desired mission
sets. The total estimated cost of a mission could play a role in determining whether it flies or not,
as demonstrated by the Human Exploration Initiative in 1989. Our recommendation for
incorporating these considerations inthe process is to use expert judgment to quantify the
probability that a particular mission flies. This expert elicitation should make a distinction
between roadmapped missions-missions selected

by various science committees as critical-

.-

and those thatare not roadmapped. The probability that a particular mission flies to be elicited by
expert judgment is then conditional on this kn~wledge.~
The probability so supplied has the effect of reducing the payoff calculated by the Monte
Carlo procedure above (as a part of the overall Monte Carlo calculation being made to value the
technology option). However, it alsohas

contribute to the overall option value.

the effect of allowinganypotentialmission

to

The cumulative effect canbe substantial. Makingthe

probability that a particular mission flies explicit is. in itself, an improvement. It separates the
technical calculations of the Monte Carlo, which are based on engineering and cost relationships,
from the programmatics portion.

’

2.2.2 When a Technology is Mission-Enhancing
Inthemission-enhancing

.case, Eq. (3) cannot be simplified unless some additional

assumptions are made for mission k. We first note using Eq. (3) that if E(AZ) exceeds both V i , k V+-i.k (i.e., VMP+i,k) and

Vi,k

- V”i,k

(i.e., VMP-i-I;), then the option

value of technology i in

mission k is zero. Basically, this means that ifthemissionvalueisn’tenhancedenough

by

technology i to cover the expected additional investment under any scenario, there is no value to
the technology option. However, Eq. (3) illustrates the assertion that when there are scenarios in
which a technology can potentially addto the value of a mission using that technology, then that
technology’s option value mayattain a high positive value.
Next, we note thatwhen VMP+i,k = VMP-i,k, then the risk-neutral probabilities again
disappear:
v,,=
~ max(0,-(1 + r)E[ci]+ 6 max(0, VMP,., - E[MC,,, 3) /(1+ r )

(5)

Miles (1998) has demonstrated techniques at JPL to obtain a probability density finction for a
subjective number like this using multiple experts.

This condition does not say that the uncertaintyin the mission’s future value (i.e., its market risk)

i is the same across all

is gone,onlythatthemissionenhancementprovidedbytechnology

scenarios.From

Eq. ( 3 ) , when VMPCi,k + VMP-,.k, risk-neutralprobabilitiesareneededin

addition to expecteddevelopment

costs, the probability of developmentsuccess,andany

expected savings (either positive or negative) from using technologyi.
For the simplified option valuation model considered here, constructingVMP depends on
being able to projectthe mission’s possible future values at a point in time both
with and without
the mission-enhancingtechnology.Consensusexpert
reasonable
procedure

judgment appears to be the most

for projecting
mission
value
for
each
possible
discrete

statehechnology alternative.

future

Such judgment wouldincludeanindication

of thephysical

probabilities of alternative future mission values.
Calculating the risk-neutralprobabilitiescorresponding

to alternativefuturemission

values depends on being able to specify a portfolio of value-producing assets which replicates
the future state mission values. When considering real option valuation in

the private sector,

those value-producing assets are typically a portfolio of riskless and risky securities projected to
respond in the future period so as to replicate the value of the private sector project. In principle
there is no restriction to securities. Forexample,theportfoliocouldalso

contain alternative

value-producing assets, such as private sector projects, for which it is possible to assert credible
future state values under the conditions assumed when projecting futurestate mission values. See
the Appendix for a proposed method for computing the risk-neutral expected valueof X ( T ) when
it is impractical to identify explicitly the underlying future risk states (corresponding to the Xi’s).

2.2.3 When a Technology is Mission-Enabling

In the mission-enabling case, the cost of the mission without technology i is essentially
infinite, rendering its option value (using Eq. (3)) implausibly infinite as well. To establish the
technology’s option value, we first define the “reservation price” for mission k, R k , as the lowest
price at which society’s demand for mission k is zero. The future reservation price for mission k
is uncertain, just as its future value is. The future reservation price couldbe

either higher

(denoted by a + superscript) or lower (denoted by a - superscript). By definition of the missionenabling case, the future value of mission k is unaffected by the choice of technology, so Vfi.k =
V+-i.k = R+k and V-i.k = V“i.k = R-k. We next substitute the appropriate Rk for C-i.k in Eq. (3) to
obtain:
v,,=
~ max(O,-(l+ r)E[cj]+ p [ x max(0, Rk+- E[C,,,,3) + (1 - n)max(0, R i - EEC,,, ]))/(I + r ) ( 6 )

If E[C;.k + (l+r) ci] exceeds the larger(est) reservation price, then the option value of
technology i in mission k is clearly zero. A fortiori, if E[Ci,k] exceeds the largertest) reservation
price, then the option value of technology i in mission k is also zero. Indeed an implicit
assumption for the validity of Eq. (4) in the cost-reducing case (Section 2.2.1) was that the
reservation price equals or exceeds both E[Ci.k] and E[C-i.k].
Expert judgment appears to be the most reasonable procedure for projecting reservation
prices for a given mission with a mission-enabling technology. Since the reservation price for a
mission bounds the willingness-to-pay for the mission under alternative future states, elicitation
of such information should be a reasonably direct collation of available information using
multiple experts. A procedure that hasbeen

successfully employedin

similar situations is

described in Shishko and Ebbeler [1999].
A neutral individual who has experience in probability elicitation should conduct the

interview. The experts themselves should be informed non-advocates. In our experience, the

interview process is aided by software that displays the rough PDF for each interviewee, since
this will often lead an expert to make some .revisions. It may also help to re-interview an expert
several days later to provide further confirmation that the PDF represents the expert's considered
view.

2.3

Multiple Technologies on a Single Mission
Up to now, we have treated each technology as a real option, but the arguments and

calculations in this paper could just as readily be applied' to packages of cost-reducing and
mission-enhancing technologies with a single technology readiness date, T.' If there are N such
technologies that could be pursued, there are in effect 2N - 1 possible real options with a given
technology readiness date.
Whenseveral cost-reducing and mission-enhancing technologies can beapplied

to a

single mission, the option value for each such technology is calculated in iso1atiorr"that is, as if
only that technology is being applied. Naturally over time, as newer technologies are introduced
so that for example (2-i.k is revised, the option value of the remaining undeveloped technologies

must be revised as well. This would normally take place during NASA's periodic technology
budget reviews. Our point here is that no complications are introduced by way of Eq. ( 2 ) when
several cost-reducing and mission-enhancing technologies can be applied on a single mission.
A complication arises with multiple technologies on a single mission when one or more

of those technologies is "mission-enabling". If a given mission requires enabling technologies,
then that collection of enabling technologies must be considered as a package when calculating
In general, the option value of a package of two or more of these technologies would not
necessarily equal the sum of the option values of its constituents. Additivity would require a
combination of offsetting effects unlikely to occur in real-worldtechnology developments.

option value. Whenthe package contains morethanone

enabling technology, itisonlythe

package that has an option value for that ,mission. notthe individual enabling technologies.
Option values for a cost-reducing technology, mission-enhancing technology, or missionenabling technology package are computed by summing across individual missions that may use
the technology or technology package. However, when a mission includes a mission-enabling
technology package, the option value for any cost-reducing or mission-enhancing technology
associated withthat

mission is necessarily dependent on the probability of successful

development of the mission-enabling technology package.
For example, suppose that a particular cost-reducing technology i impacts three missions.
For missions 1 and 2 there are no mission-enabling technologies required, but for mission 3 a
mission- enabling technology package, technology package k, is needed. Referring to Eq. (2),

X,(@is the net marginal value of technology i for T, 5 5 5 T * . Then:

where

'k,3

('>

=

i"

for z < max(T,,T,)

p k(T, ) for z 2 max(T,, T, )

X,,,,(@ is the net marginalvalue of technology i in the mthmission, given a successful technology

i development program, andpk(Td is the probability that technology package k will be ready by

the technology readiness date T k .

3.0

Calculations Using the Mars Sample Return Technologies
The Mars Sample Return (MSR) mission's objective is to collect well-selected samples

of Martian soil, rocks, and atmosphere and return them to Earth for detailed scientific analyses.
Interest in the MSR mission was sparked by the discovery of structures in a Martian meteorite
retrieved fromAntarcticain

1984 that some scientists haveinterpreted as evidence ofpast

biological activity. MSR has public support because it may provide some answers to questions
about whether Mars harbors or harbored life.
Two technologies have TRLs < 6. One, low temperature and masspropulsion, was
identified as cost-reducing and the other, autonomous Mars-orbit rendezvous and docking, as
mission-enabling for a number of plausible MSR architectures. In this section, we calculate the
option values of these technologies.
The MSR is a difficult mission even without having to develop enabling technologies.
First, in 2003, a lander spacecraft containing one advanced rover and one Mars ascent vehicle
(MAV) will set down onMars and deploy the rover. The rover willcollect samples over a period
of time and transfer them to a canister on the ascent vehicle. The ascent vehicle is then launched
and places the valuable canistered samples in Mars orbit, where they remain for several years. A
low temperature and mass propulsion system for the ascent vehicle (Technology 1) will reduce
cost since a smaller spacecraft can be used. Next, in August 2005 using

a large rocket, a dual

spacecraft is launched from Earth. One part of the dual spacecraft is nearly identical to the one
launched in 2003. It performs the same function so that a second canister containing samples
(from a different site) is also placedin Mars orbit. Thesecondpart
contains theEarth-return

stage. Itmust

autonomously rendezvousand

of the dualspacecraft
capture the separate

canisters (Technology 2) before beginning its homeward journey.
These technologies must reach TRL = 6 not later than three years before their respective
launches, so we take 2000 as the option expiration date for Technology 1 and 2002 as the option
expiration date for Technology 2. The MSR 2003/2005 mission will be the first mission to use
the technologies. However, other fairly identical MSR missions are also planned for 2007/2009
and 201 1/2013. The option value must take in account the contribution of the technologies to

these follow-on missions. Potentially
other
mission+“including

a manned
mission
to

Mars--might use the technologies, but we will notinclude these contributions in our calculation.
We selected these technologies for several reasons. First, illustrating the options-pricing
approach for the cost-reducing technology case is computationally straightforward
and
economically intuitive. Second, illustrating the approach using a mission-enabling technology is
probably the most difficult of the three cases, and we surmise for NASA managers, the most
interesting. In the MSR mission, we immediately ran into a problem that is likely to occur often.
NASA programs are a series of related missions designed to address common scientific

questions. Each mission within a particular program builds upon previous ones, so their values
may be correlated. We needed to address this problem within our options-pricing framework.

3.1

Option Value Calculation for Technology One
The essential information items needed to calculate the option value for thelow

temperature and mass propulsion technology were the developmentcost

distribution, the

probability of development success, and the distribution of savings resulting from a successful
development.
In this particular technology, the technology manager provided an initial programmatic
choice between a “core program” and an “augmented program.” The augmented program had
higher upfront costs, more risk, but an earlier technuZugy readiness date (2000 versus 2002).
(When this occurs, two option values need to be calculated as different dates, probabilities of
development success, and distributions of development costs are involved, even if the expected
payoff is the

same.) The decision tree inFigure 3 shows how risky the augmented program

was-the probability of development success was only 0.397-but it was the only credible
programthatachieved

TRL = 6 by 2000. The distribution ofdevelopment costs was also

calculated from the decision tree. Typically, technology development dollars are committed for
short periods of time roughlycoordinated with development milestones. A development program
will be terminated if it is

successful, or if several milestones are missed or have unsuccessful

outcomes. In this kind of environment, the development cost cumulative distribution function
(CDF) tends to be a step function.
The cost savings for Technology 1 were estimated using the JPL Parametric Mission Cost
Model based on the dry mass savings of 20 kg per MAV provided by the MSR team. The direct
mass savings have indirect effects on the structure, propulsion, and Mars entry subsystems of the
lander, as well as on overall projectreserves.

These effects and their uncertaintieswere

combined, giving a probabilistic cost saving in $FY99M equal to 2.94 + 1.125 X, where X-

friang(0,2.5, 0.7) and friang(u, b, m) represents a triangular distribution over [a, b] with mode,
m. The resultant expected cost saving was $4.14M per MAVLander.
Cost savings for each MAVLander werespread over the MAVLander development
periodin

accordance with accepted NASA “spreader functions.” The streamoftechnology

development costs and MSR development savings were then discounted at the riskless rate and
combined with the probability of development success in Eq.(2) to compute the Technology 1
option value.
The cost savings (even over six MAVs) wereinsufficient to obtain a positive option value
even if the probability of development success (by 2000) had been one. Figure 4 is one way to
show the robustness of this result. At the estimated probability of development success, the
expected savings per MAV/lander would have to be about 2 % times larger to yield a positive
option value.
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Figure ATradeoff of Expected Savings and Development Success for Low Temperature/

Mass Propulsion Technology
3.2

OptionValue Calculation for Technology Two

Four experts were interviewed to obtain probability distributions. Each expert was asked
first to provide the probability distribution for the reservation price of the first MSR mission in

2003/2005. Next they were askedto provide the probability distributions for the reservation price
of the secondand third MSR missions. These distributions were to consider therangeof
potential outcomes of any earlier MSR missions, as for example, finding evidence of past life on
Mars. The experts confided their respective rationales, whichwere

surprisingly different.

Nevertheless, we combined the individual distributions into a single one by the simplest method
recognized in the literature:

where n is the number of experts, pi(@ represents expert i's probability distributionover
unknown parameter, 0, and wi are non-negative weightsthatsum

to one.Weweightedthe

experts equally to obtain the combined CDF shown in Figure 5 for the first MSR mission. The
method described in Shishko and Ebbeler [19991 was used to allow the sequential Monte Carlo
sample to have a correlation structure that we could control parametrically.
TheJPLMarsProgramOfficeestimatedexpectedmission

costs forMSR 2003/2005

(excluding launch costs). For the Monte Carlo simulation, we used a Normal distribution with a
standard deviation sufficient to cause an overrun of 15 percent, which triggers a NASA
cancellation review, approximately once in 40 trials (2.5 percent of the time). We also assumed
that MSR 2007/2009 and MSR 201 1/2013 will cost 70 percent (in constant dollars) of the MSR
2003/2005 mission. The budget for MSR 2003/2005 revealed that a second set of major mission
elements (lander, MAV, and rover) would cost 50.2 percent of the first set. Thus, a 70 percent
estimate can be considered realistic, if no major design changes are introduced. Lastly, launch
costs for all three missions were treated non-stochastically since these costs are fixed in advance.
During the Monte Carlo simulation, sampled costs and correlated reservation prices for each trial
were dropped into a simple spreadsheet that spread the costs over the period from FY99 through

FY 16. These were then discounted using the riskless discount rate. To calculate the option value,
wecombined

these discounted results with the probability of development success and the

discounted expected technology development cost, bothofwhichwerederivedfromthe

'

Technology 2 development decision tree. This probabilitywas

,

.638, whiletheexpected

technology development cost was $12.54M ($FY99).6
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The option value for Technology 2 using Eq. (2) was $32.56M ($FY99) based on 10,000
Monte Carlo trials and a correlation structure with high painvise correlation coefficients (PC =
0.95, in this case). The distribution of option value outcomes is shown in Figure
6 along with that
for the corresponding Net Present Value (NPV).
The expected values of the two distributions imply conflicting recommendations. The

NPV approach rejects this technology development, while the option-pricing approach favors it.
The option value represents how much NASA shouldbewilling
6

to pay for the “rights” to

The probability of development success is a project-specific risk, not a market risk. We agree

with Smith and Nau [1995] that such risks ought to be treated using physical probabilities rather
than the risk-neutral probabilities appropriate for handling marketrisks.

undertake the proposed Technology 2 development program. The difference in value between
flexibility and the strategic importance of the

the two approaches is the result of managerial
Technology 2.

Histogram :
Option Valuevs. Net Present Valueof Rendezvous and Docking Technology

Mean Option Price : $31.56 MIuion
Man NPV : $ -228.23 Miltion
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NASA has committed to "fly" MSR 2003/2005, but it is not committed to fly the follow-

on missions inthe

series. Supposethat

the scientific results from this first mission are

disappointing and the reservation prices for the second and third missions in the series are highly
positively correlated with that for the first. Society's (re-evaluated) reservation price for followon missions would tend to be low as well. In spite of a high correlation, the traditional NPV
approach assumes the follow-on missions would fly; butinthe

options approach, NASA

management could opt to abandon the follow-on MSR missions and use the resources for more
highly-valued missions.
Another reason for the relatively high value is that Technology 2 is the last of the MSR
mission-enabling technologies with TRL < 6. It is, in a nutshell, the last remaining technology

.-

obstacle to a set of strategically important NASA missions! In general. as individual enabling
technologies in a package are successfully developed, acquire TRL = 6 status and hence drop out
of the package, the option value for remaining mission-enabling technologies in that package
grows. Part of the reason is that the remaining expected development cost for thepackage
decreases and the remaining overall probability ofdevelopment success increases.

3.3

Effect of AlternativeCorrelationStructures
We investigated the effect of alternative correlation structures as part of this research.

The option value fluctuated between $3 1.1M and $35.2M depending on the correlation
coefficients. Whenallof

the coefficients were set to zero, implying that the distributions

describing the reservations prices of the three missions in the MSR series were uncorrelated, the
option value attained its minimum level. When the three coefficients were set to one, implying
that the distributions describing the reservations prices of the three missions in the MSR series
were perfectly correlated, the option value was $32.7M. The maximum option value was reached
when the correlation coefficients were all setto 0.6.

4.0

Issues
and
Summary

4.1

PublicGoodsandtheOptions-PricingApproach
Muchofthe

theoretical foundation for the option-pricing approach for valuingreal

projects lies in the idea of being able to replicate that project in a portfolio of riskless and risky
securities so that risk-neutral probabilities can be calculated. Replication here means creating the
identical payoff (monetary outcome) in each future state. Any difference between the ‘‘selling”
price of the project and the value of the replicating portfolio would create an immediate riskless
arbitrage opportunity. An open question is whether assembling a replicating portfolio for most
NASA R&D projects is any more difficult than for high-risk R&D projects in the private sector.

Perhaps some NASA projects are so risky that a replicating portfolio cannot be found. For now,
we appeal to the arguments used by Smith .and Nau [ 19951 that allow extension of the optionpricing approach to incomplete and partially complete markets. In valuing NASA projects, then,
one should use risk-neutral probabilities for market-based uncertainties; and one should rely on
subjective probabilities of appropriate experts for those uncertainties that are project-specific.
A separate, though related, issue concerns whether NASA (as a government agency)
should be risk-neutral altogether without regard to whether uncertainties can be hedged or not.
Does the public goods aspect of NASA investments make the case that NASA should be riskneutral invaluing its R&D projects? Thisisrelated

to the long-standing debate over what

discount rate to use in public investment decisions.
4.2

Summary
In this paper we developed a didactic real options model that led to an option pricing

equation for technology developments inwhichthe

costs and payoffs are uncertain.In this

model, three classes of technologies applicable to NASA were treated as special cases yielding
some simplifications that couldbe

exploited. Themodel

could beapplied

to commercial

technology developments as well, by replacing scientific mission value (society’s willingness-topay) with commercial value (profits).
Next, we demonstrated the feasibility of applying the option pricing approach by showing
its application to two Mars Sample Return technologies-low temperature and mass propuhion
and autonomous Mars-orbit rendezvous and docking. In the process we dealt with a number of
methodological issues that would be fairly common in wider application, and we raised other
issues that await further investigation. One of these is the computation ofrisk-neutral
probabilities for NASA missions, which is mademore difficult by the long time horizons

c

involved. We recognizethattheapplication

of real options topubliclyfundedtechnology

developments requires further research and hope that other views will emerge.
Appendix
Q

A technology’s option value requires calculation of f g ( u ) x ( r , u )exp(-rz)du where g(u)
0

m

~ ( 0 =) ~ g ( u ) s ( r , u ) e x p ( - ~ r ). ~Here,
u

is the risk-neutral density function obtained by solving

0

s(0)
is the current price vector of a portfolio, -S(T,U) is the price vector of the portfolio at time z

undertherisk

state corresponding to u, and r is the riskless discountrate. X(t,u) is the net

marginal value of the technology, given a successful technology development program, under the
risk state corresponding to

ti,

i.e., X(T,U) = u. However, the different risk states corresponding to

solve for
different values of u are typically implicit, so there is no direct way to specify s(T,u),

g(u) and calculate the desired option value.
Instead, consider a collectionof real projects and financial assets with
the properties: (1)
cumulative distribution functions, Fl(xl),

. . . , Fk(xk),

can be constructed for the same time, z, and

(2) the relationship between valuesof each x, and the underlying risk states are known for each
element in the collection,so that the risk-neutral density functions&(x,) can be calculated from
OD

S,(o)

= [g, ( x , ) ~(s,x,)exp(-rr)dx,
,

for j = 1 , . . . , k.

0

For time z, a cumulative distribution function,F(u), is obtained forX(T,u) as, for example.
inSection 3.0 usingaggregatedexpert

judgment. F(u) canbeapproximated

as a function of

k

F,(X,), . .

.-,F&),

which is realized through a linear approximation of u by c A . , x , (see Shishko
J=I

k

andEbbeler [ 19991). Then, wehave exp(-rr)E(X)

e(u) is thediscrepancyfunctionbetween
m

lug(u)du =
0

= exp(-rz)

u and thelinear

A.,E[.Y,, 3 + E[&(U)]
approximation. This implies

c.1,
k

m

I ~ ~ g ~ ( x , +E[E(U)].
~ ) d x , The k elements should be chosen such that IE[e(u)]l

/=I

0

is acceptably small.
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